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the author, title, and other compo
nents of a reference. 

Citation managers can be used 
with most text editors, although cer
tain supported word processors such 
as Word or WordPerfect can be con
figured so that some citation manager 
operations become part of the word 
processing environment, thus simplif
ing the use of the citation manager. 

Obtaining a citation manager 
Among the many citation managers 
are: EndNote (www.niles.com); Pa
pyrus (www.teleport.com/~rsd/); 
and ProCite and Reference Manager, 
(www.pbsinc.com). Many Web sites 
discuss citation managers. A good 
place to start is http://library. 
uwaterloo.ca/~dhmorton/dnh4.html. 

If you would like to try a citation 
manager, they tend to be available for 
downloading for 30-day free trials. 
Just connect to the Web site listed 
above and follow instructions. But, be 
careful... after 30 days, you may find 
yourself dependent on the citation 
manager and be forced to spend sev
eral hundred dollars to purchase it. 

OPN Contributing Editor Bob Jopson works on light
wave systems at Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technolo
gies, Holmdel, NJ; virgin@lucent.com. 
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Evanescent 
Coupling: Part 1 

BY M A S U D M A N S U R I P U R 

Evanescent electromagnetic waves 
abound in the vicinity of lumi

nous objects. These waves, consist

ing of oscillating electric and mag
netic fields in regions of space im
mediately surrounding an object, do 
not transfer their stored energy to 
other regions and, therefore, remain 
localized in space. Like all electro
magnetic waves, the behavior of 
evanescent waves is governed by 
Maxwell's equations, and their pres
ence in the vicinity of an object helps 
to satisfy the requirements of field 
continuity at the object's boundaries. 
Evanescent fields decay exponential
ly with distance away from the ob
ject's surface, making them exceed
ingly difficult to detect at distances 
much greater than a wavelength.1 

When a beam of light shines on a 
diffraction grating, for example, 
various diffracted orders partake of 
the energy of the incident beam and 
carry it away in different directions. 
At the same time, evanescent waves 
are created around the grating, en
suring the continuity of the field at 
the grating's corrugated surface. 
Similarly, a beam of light shining on 
an aperture or on a small particle 
sets up evanescent fields around the 
boundaries of these objects. Perhaps 
the best-known example of evanes
cence is provided by total internal 
reflection (TIR) from an internal 
facet of a prism (see Fig. 1). Here 
the evanescent field is formed in the 
free-space region behind the prism 
and remains distinct and isolated 
from the propagating (i.e., incident 
and reflected) beams. 

Bringing an object to the vicinity 
of another object that has an estab
lished evanescent field in its neigh
borhood could change the distribu
tion of the electromagnetic field 
throughout the entire space. For ex
ample, if a material object is placed 
behind the prism of Figure 1, close 
enough to sense the evanescent field 

but not too close for the two to make 
physical contact, photons will tunnel 
through the small gap thus created, 
diverting a fraction of the incident 
beam across the gap and into the lat
ter object. This is the essence of 
evanescent coupling, of which sever
al examples will be presented in this 
article. The well-known phenomena 
of frustrated TIR and attenuated 
TIR, which are of relevance here, 
have been discussed in these 
columns before. (See "Some quirks 
of total internal reflection," OPN 
Feb. 1997, pages 36-39, and "What 
in the world are surface plasmons?" 
OPN Maγ 1997, pages 50-55.) 

Ellipse of polarization 
Throughout this article, reference 
will be made to the state of polariza
tion of the beam. It is worthwhile, 
therefore, to define the relevant 
terms at the outset. Consider a colli
mated beam of light propagating 
along the Z-axis. In general, the 
state of polarization of the beam at 
any given point is elliptical (see Fig. 
2, page 60). The electric field vector 
E may be resolved into two orthogo
nal components, say along the 

Figure 1. A beam of light is totally internally reflected 
from the rear facet of a glass prism. The electromag
netic field lurking in the free space region behind the 
prism is evanescent; both its electric and magnetic 
components decay exponentially with distance from 
the interface, and the projection of its Poynting vector 
perpendicular to the interface is zero. The energy 
stored in the evanescent field is deposited there at 
the time when the light source is first turned on. In 
the steady-state, energy is neither added nor removed 
from the evanescent field. All the incoming optical 
energy is reflected at the rear facet of the prism. 
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X- and Y-axes. If E χ and E y happen to 
be in phase, the polarization will be 
linear along some direction specified 
by the angle p. If, on the other hand, 
the phase difference between Eχ and 
Ey is ±90° , the polarization will 
be elliptical, with the major and 
minor axes of the ellipse lying along 
the X- and Y-axes. In general, the 
phase difference between E χ and E y 

is somewhere between 0 and 360°, 
giving rise to an ellipse whose major 
axis has an angle p with the X-axis, 
and whose ellipticity is given by the 
angle η. When the polarization is 
linear, η = 0°; for right circularly 
polarized light (RCP) η = +45° , 
whereas for left circularly polarized 
light (LCP) η = -45°. 

Focusing through a glass 
hemisphere 
Consider the system of Figure 3, in 
which a uniform, collimated, and 
linearly-polarized beam of light 
(vacuum wavelength λ 0 = 633 nm) 

is brought to focus by an aberra
tion-free 0.8 NA objective lens. A 
glass hemisphere of refractive index 
n = 2, also referred to as a solid im
mersion lens (SIL), is placed over 
the focal plane so that the focused 
spot rests at its flat facet.2 For sim
plicity, we assume that the objective 
lens and the spherical surface of the 
SIL are antireflection coated, with 
the only reflected light originating at 
the flat facet of the SIL. For rays that 
arrive at this flat facet at an angle 
below the critical TIR angle [θ c = 
arcsin(1/n) = 30°] the reflectance is 
fairly small (about 11% at normal 
incidence). For θ > θ c , however, re
flectivity is 100%, so the cone of 
light covering the range of ray an
gles from critical to marginal is fully 
reflected. The computed 
intensity distribution for 
the reflected light at the 
exit pupil of the objective 
is shown in Figure 4a.3 The 
bright ring of TIR is clearly 
visible in this plot. The 
central region of the aper
ture is not totally dark ei
ther, but to discern it re
quires a picture with better 
contrast. Figure 4b, a loga
rithmic plot of the same 
distribution as in Figure 
4a, shows the structure of 
the central region. The two 
dark spots inside the ring 
and separated along the 
horizontal axis arise from 
low reflectance at and 
around Brewster's angle. 
The overall reflectivity at 
the flat facet of the hemi
sphere (as measured at the 
objective's exit pupil) is 
66%. 

Because Fresnel's reflec
tion coefficients at the flat 
facet differ for the p- and 
s-polarized light, the re
flected beam appearing at 
the exit pupil is no longer 
linearly-polarized. Figures 
4c and 4d show distribu
tions of the x- and y-com
ponents of polarization, 
respectively. Ex contains 
about two-thirds of the re

flected optical power, while E γ con
tains the remaining one-third. What 
is more, the relative phase of E χ and 
Ey varies over the aperture, thus cre
ating a nonuniform state of polar
ization. The computed distribution 
of polarization ellipticity η is shown 
in Figure 4e; here the grayscale en
codes angles from -37° (black) to 
+37° (white). The distribution of 
the polarization rotation angle p is 
shown in Figure 4f, where the 
grayscale represents angles from 
-90° (black) to +90° (white). Clearly 
the state of polarization in the TIR 
region is quite complex. 

Now suppose that an identical 
hemisphere is placed in front of the 
SIL and separated from it by a nar
row air gap (see Fig. 5). Under these 

Figure 2. The ellipse of polarization is uniquely 
specified by Ex and Ey, the complex-valued electric 
field components along the X- and Y-axes. The major 
axis of the ellipse makes an angle p with the X-
direction, and the angle η facing the minor axis 
represents polarization ellipticity. In general, 
-90° < p ≤ 90° and -45° ≤ η ≤ 45°. 

Figure 3. A collimated beam of light, uniform, mono
chromatic (λ0 = 633 nm), and linearly-polarized along 
X, enters an aplanatic 0.8 NA.objective lens 
(f= 3750 λ0). A glass hemisphere—also known as a 
SIL—of refractive index n = 2 is placed with its flat 
facet coinciding with the objective's focal plane. The 
surfaces of the objective as well as the spherical 
surface of the SIL are antireflection coated, but the 
flat facet of the SIL is bare. The light reflected from 
this flat facet returns to the objective, is collimated 
by it, and appears at the exit pupil. 

Figure 4. Various distributions of the reflected light at the 
exit pupil of the objective lens of Figure 3. (a) Plot of 
reflected intensity corresponding to a 66% overall reflectiv
ity at the flat facet of the hemisphere. (b) Logarithmic plot 
of the reflected intensity. (c) Intensity distribution for the 
x-component of polarization, Ex. (d) Intensity distribution 
for the y-component of polarization, Ey. (e) Polarization 
ellipticity η encoded by grayscale, covering a range from 
-37° (black) to +37° (white). (f) Polarization rotation 
angle p encoded by grayscale, covering a range from -90° 
(black) to +90° (white). 
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circumstances, evanescent coupling 
causes a good fraction of the beam 
to be transmitted through to the sec
ond hemisphere. Figure 6 shows the 
computed distributions of the re

flected light at the exit pupil of the 
objective lens for a 100-nm air gap. 3 

These distr ibutions may be c o m 
pared directly with those in Figure 4. 
The overall reflectance is now 43%, 

o f w h i c h t w o - t h i r d s is 
again in the x-component 
of polar izat ion (see Fig. 
6c) and one-third in the 
y - c o m p o n e n t (see F i g . 
6d). Where there was a 
bright ring of light at the 
exit p u p i l in Figure 4a, 
now there is a g radua l 
b r igh ten ing toward the 
margins in Figure 6a, in
dicating the gradual de
crease in evanescent cou
pl ing with an increasing 
angle o f inc idence. T h e 
two dark spots in the 
vicinity of Brewster's an
gle are clearly visible in 
the l o g a r i t h m i c p lot o f 
Figure 6b. The ellipticity η 
shown in Figure 6e varies 
over the aperture in the 
range ± 2 9 . 5 ° , while the 
polarization rotation an
gle p has the distribution 
of Figure 6f. 

U p to this p o i n t we 
have considered the effects 
o f evanescent c o u p l i n g 
upon a full cone of light, 
which contains rays both 
below and above the criti
cal T IR angle, θ c . Let us 
now place a circular mask 
in the path of the incident 
beam in Figure 5 in order 
to block those rays that ar
rive at the air gap at angles 
be low θ c . T h e s e m i -
hollow cone of light thus 
formed by the objective 
lens conta ins on ly rays 
with θ > θ c . Figure 7 is the 
c o m p u t e d p l o t 3 o f re
flectance versus gap width 
for the system of Figure 5 
augmented with a mask 
that completely blocks the 
central part of the beam 
(i.e., the region with no 
cont r ibut ion to evanes
cent coup l ing ) . T h e re
flectance curve is seen to 

start at zero, where the hemispheres 
are in contact and the light is fully 
transmitted. With a widening gap, 
however, the reflectance increases 
rapidly and saturates at 100% before 
the gap w i d t h reaches even one 
wavelength of the light. 

Evanescent coupling to a metallic film 
Suppose now that the flat facet of the 
second hemisphere o f Figure 5 is 
coated with a metallic layer, say, a 
5 0 - n m - t h i c k layer o f a l u m i n u m 
(n = 1.4, k = 7.6). For a 100-nm air 
gap, Figure 8 (page 62) shows the var
ious distributions of the reflected 
light at the exit pupil of the objective 
lens.3 The plot of reflected intensity in 
Figure 8a shows h igh reflectance 
everywhere except in two crescent-
shaped areas, which correspond to a 
dip in Fresnel's reflectivity of alu
m i n u m for p-polar ized light. The 
overall reflectance is 92%, of which 
66% has x-polarization and 26% has 
y-polarization. The remaining 8% of 
the light has been absorbed by the 
a luminum layer. (At 50-nm-thick-
ness, the aluminum film is opaque; 
the incident light is partly absorbed 
and partly reflected from the film's 
surface, with pract ical ly no light 
transmitted through the film.) The 
absorbed light comes partly from the 
central region of the incident beam, 
which is transported through the gap 
by ordinary (i.e., propagating) waves, 

Figure 5. A collimated beam of light, uniform, monochro
matic (λ0 = 633 nm), and linearly-polarized along X, enters 
an aplanatic 0.8 NA objective lens (f = 3750λ0). Two glass 
hemispheres of refractive index n = 2, separated by an air 
gap, are arranged such that the focal plane of the objec
tive coincides with the mid-plane of the air gap. Both 
hemispheres are antireflection coated on their spherical 
surfaces, but are left bare on their flat surfaces. The light 
reflected at the air gap returns to the objective, is collimat
ed by it, and appears at the exit pupil. 

Figure 6. Various distributions of the reflected light at the 
exit pupil of the objective lens of Figure 5; the gap width is 
fixed at 100 nm. (a) Plot of reflected intensity correspond
ing to a 43% overall reflectivity at the air gap. (b) Logarith
mic plot of the reflected intensity. (c) Intensity distribution 
for Ex. (d) Intensity distribution for Ey. (e) Polarization 
ellipticity η encoded by grayscale, covering a range from 
-29.5° (black) to +29.5° (white). (f) Polarization rotation 
angle p encoded by grayscale, covering a range from -90° 
(black) to +90° (white). 

Figure 7. Computed plot of reflectance 
versus gap width in the system of Figure 5, 
when a circular mask is placed in the 
incident beam's path to block the rays that 
arrive at the interface between the hemi
spheres at or below the critical TIR angle. 
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and partly from the remaining annu
lar region, which is transported by 
evanescent coupling. As before, the re
flected polarization state is quite com
plex, with regions near the critical an
gle being RCP in two quadrants and 
LCP in the other two quadrants. (The 
coarseness of the mesh used in these 
calculations does not reveal resonant 
absorption by surface plasmon excita
tion. This type of absorption occurs 
within a narrow range of angles just 
above the critical angle for p-polarized 
light. Because the angular range of 
resonant absorption is extremely nar
row, however, its contribution to over
all absorption within the aluminum 
film may be neglected.) 

To compute the fraction of light 
absorbed by the aluminum film 
through evanescent coupling, we 
place, once again, a circular mask in 
the central region of the incident 

beam, blocking all the rays that 
would arrive at the gap below the 
critical angle. The results of calcula
tions in this case are shown in Fig
ure 9 for a bare aluminum film (sol
id curve) as well as a coated film 
(dashed curve). With increasing gap 
width, the reflectance of the bare 
film rises rapidly to saturate at 
100%. When the aluminum film is 
in contact with the SIL (i.e., zero gap 
width) it absorbs about 16% of the 
light, but by the time the gap widens 
to 150 nm, the absorption is down 
to only 3%. One can improve upon 
this situation by applying a dielec
tric coating over the aluminum lay
er. The dashed curve in Figure 9 is a 
plot of reflectance versus gap width 
for a 50-nm-thick aluminum film 
coated with a 100-nm-thick layer of 
SiO. It is clear that evanescent cou
pling now takes place over a wider 
range of gaps; in particular, there is 
a plateau of about 10% absorption 
between 100- and 200-nm gap 
widths. (In the absence of the mask 
blocking the center of the beam, the 
dielectric-coated aluminum film 
absorbs a total of 19% of the inci
dent power at a 100-nm gap width.) 

The above aluminum-SiO bilayer 
is used for illustration purposes 
only, and does not represent the 

most efficient multilayering scheme 
for coupling the light to the alu
minum layer. One can do somewhat 
better by adding additional layers ei
ther atop the aluminum film and/or 
beneath the flat facet of the SIL, and 
by optimizing the thickness and the 
refractive index of each such layer. 

We will continue this discussion 
in next month's column by present
ing a major application area of 
evanescent coupling, the case of 
magneto-optical disk readout with a 
solid immersion lens. 
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Patent: U.S. 5,774,272 
Issued: June 30, 1998 
Title: Low-magnification 

Apochromatic Microscope 
Objective Lens 

Example: #1 of 3 
Inventor: Katsuya Watanabe 
Assignee: Nikon Corp. 

At first glance it would seem that 
the design of an ultra-low-power 

microscope objective of about 2x 
magnification would be a trivial task. 
The required focal length is on the 

Figure 8. Various distributions of the reflected light at the exit 
pupil of the objective lens of Figure 5, when the flat facet of 
the second hemisphere is coated with a 50-nm-thick layer of 
aluminum. The gap width is fixed at 100 nm. (a) Plot of 
reflected intensity corresponding to a 92% overall reflectance. 
(If the SIL is removed, reflectivity drops to 90%.) (b) Logarith
mic plot of the reflected intensity. (c) Intensity distribution for 
EX. (d) Intensity distribution for E y . (e) Polarization eilipticity η 
ranging from -43 .4° (black) to +43.4° (white). (f) Polarization 
rotation angle p ranging from - 9 0 ° (black) to +90° (white). 

Figure 9. Computed plots of reflectance 
versus gap width for two different samples. 
The solid curve belongs to a 50-nm-thick 
aluminum layer coated on the flat facet of 
the second hemisphere of Figure 5. The 
dashed curve corresponds to the case where 
a 100-nm-thick layer of SiO (n = 2) coats the 
50-nm-thick aluminum film. A mask blocks 
the central region of the beam in both cases. 
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